
 
Thank you for considering CSE for your Big Day! After reviewing 
the wedding planning packages offered below, please contact us 
if you are interested in other services or combining packages or 

services and we will provide you a customized quote. 
 

Package #1: Consulting Only 
Ideal package for:  

★ Bride who wants to plan her wedding (or already has someone who wants to 
plan the wedding such as a mother or relative) but wants ideas, design, 
and/or guidance as they go through the process of planning and 
customizing a unique, personalized wedding  

★ Bride who needs help getting started and/or wants to make sure she has an 
organized and manageable way to track and organize all aspects of wedding 
planning  

★ Bride who is in the planning process and wants a planner to ensure they 
have planned and prepared for all aspects of the wedding  

★ Bride who would like for an outside party to communicate with wedding 
party, track RSVPs, handle guest correspondence and/or travel 
accommodations for guests, communicate with certain vendors or pass off 
individual, specific responsibilities of the wedding planning and 
organization Includes:  

★ Phone or face-to-face appointment for any and all wedding, planning, 
etiquette, budget, and decor related questions  

★ Client may use consulting time towards organizing & handling guest 
arrangements specific vendors  

  
Cost: 
$75 per hour with a 2 hour minimum 
 

 
 



 
Package #2: “Month of”  

Ideal package for:  
★ Bride who have made most wedding day decisions but wants to hand off the 

responsibility of bringing it all together to someone else  
★ Bride/mother or father who want to enjoy the wedding and not be 

responsible as the contact for all vendors, guests, etc. who may have 
questions before or on the day of the wedding  

★ Bride who did not use a wedding planner and wants one to ensure all details 
of wedding have been planned for and proper etiquette is being followed  

★ Destination bride who has planned the wedding but has limited/no time in 
town in the month/weeks before the wedding Includes: 

★ Hand off of rehearsal and wedding day plans and activities to the wedding 
planner one month prior to wedding day 

★ Hand off communication with all vendors to the wedding planner so that 
the wedding planner is the primary contact for all vendors one month prior 
to wedding day  

★ Set up and coordination of day/time 3 weeks before wedding day for all 
vendors to meet at wedding and reception venues for a full walk-through, if 
necessary 

★ Detailed rehearsal and wedding day schedules for vendors and wedding 
party  

★ Wedding planner and assistant to lead and coordinate all aspects of 
rehearsal for up to 2 hours (before the wedding day)  

★ Wedding planner and assistant for up to 8 hours on the wedding day  
 
      Cost:  
 “Month of” package starting at $2,000.00* 
 

Package #3: Full Planning  

Ideal package for: 
★ Bride/client who wants a planner to attend vendor appointments  
★ Bride/client who wants a planner to attend or help with all wedding aspects 

and meet more than 5 times throughout the planning process (such as but 
not limited to wedding gown shopping, attending and assisting with bridal 
shoot, shopping for gifts and favors, helping plan bridesmaids’ luncheon)  

★ Destination bride from outside the area who wants a planner to coordinate 
every aspect of the wedding  

★ Working bride who has little or no time to make wedding plans  



★ Bride who may want to pick out theme or general decor but wants a planner 
to take over and make decisions as to design and most aspects of wedding 
planning  

★ Bride who wants a planner to create her dream wedding from her theme or 
idea  

★ Bride/mother/father or an outside party who would like to have an expert 
every step of the way as they plan and customize the wedding Includes:  

★  All limited planning services  
★ Unlimited time for face-to-face meetings, vendor and venue meetings 

throughout engagement/wedding planning through the day of the wedding 
(beginning one year before wedding date)  

★  RSVP tracking for invitations  
★ Budget tracking  
★ Guest communication and points of contact for accommodation and area 

travel information  
★ Planning of the rehearsal dinner  
★  Welcome bag drop-off to guest hotels (up to 2 hours) 

 
     Cost :  Full Planning package starting at $4,500.00*  
 
* Starting prices quoted are for  weddings with up to 150 guests in attendance. 
Additional cost for over 150 guests are to be determined and dependent on number 
of additional assistants needed. Discounts may apply if reference promo or 
bundling services! 
 
 
 


